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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
on budgetary capacity for the Eurozone
(2015/2344(INI))
The European Parliament,
–

having regard to Rule 52 of its Rules of Procedure,

–

having regard to the joint deliberations of the Committee on Budgets and the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs under Rule 55 of the Rules of Procedure,

–

having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the opinions of the Committee on Constitutional
Affairs and the Committee on Budgetary Control (A8-0038/2017),

A.

whereas the current political climate and the existing economic and political challenges
in a globalised world require consequent and determined decisions and actions from the
EU in certain areas such as internal and external security, border protection and migrant
policy, stabilisation of our neighbourhood, growth and jobs, in particular combating
youth unemployment, and implementation of the agreements of the 2015 United
Nations Climate Change Conference;

B.

whereas, after a successful start for the euro, the euro area has showed a lack of
convergence, political cooperation and ownership;

C.

whereas the various crises and global challenges require the euro area to make, as soon
as possible, a qualitative leap in integration;

D.

whereas membership in a common currency area requires common tools and solidarity
at European level and obligations and responsibilities on the part of each participating
Member State;

E.

whereas trust inside the euro area needs to be restored;

F.

whereas a well-defined roadmap reflecting a comprehensive approach is needed to
realise the full benefits of the common currency while ensuring its sustainability and
achieving the goals of stability and full employment;

G.

whereas this includes the agreed completion of the Banking Union, a strengthened fiscal
framework with a capacity to absorb shocks and incentives for growth-friendly
structural reforms to complement current monetary policy measures;

H.

whereas a fiscal capacity and the related convergence code are vital elements in this
enterprise, which can be successful only if responsibility and solidarity are closely
linked;

I.

whereas the settlement of a fiscal capacity for the euro area is only one piece of the
puzzle, which needs to go hand in hand with a clear European spirit of refoundation
among its members and the ones yet to join the euro area;
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1.

Adopts the following roadmap:
i. General principles
The transfer of sovereignty over monetary policy requires alternative adjustment
mechanisms such as the implementation of growth-enhancing structural reforms, the
single market, the Banking Union, the Capital Markets Union, to create a safer financial
sector, and a fiscal capacity to cope with macroeconomic shocks and increase the
competitiveness and stability of Member States’ economies, in order to make the euro
area an optimal currency area.
Convergence, good governance and conditionality enforced through institutions being
held democratically accountable at euro-area and/or national level are key, notably in
preventing permanent transfers, moral hazard and unsustainable public risk sharing.
As the magnitude and credibility of the fiscal capacity increase, it will contribute to
restoring the trust of the financial market in the sustainability of public finances in the
euro area, making it possible, in principle, to better protect tax payers and reduce public
and private risk.
The fiscal capacity shall include the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and a
specific additional budgetary capacity for the euro area. The budgetary capacity shall be
created in addition to and without any prejudice to the ESM.
As a first step, the specific euro-area budgetary capacity should be part of the Union
budget, over and above the current ceilings of the multiannual financial framework, and
should be financed by euro-area and other participating members via a source of
revenue to be agreed between participating Member States and considered to be
assigned revenue and guarantees; once in a steady state, the fiscal capacity could be
financed through own resources, following the recommendations of the Monti report on
the future financing of the EU.
The ESM, while fulfilling its ongoing tasks, should be further developed and turned into
a European Monetary Fund (EMF) with adequate lending and borrowing capacities and
a clearly defined mandate, to absorb asymmetric and symmetric shocks.
ii.

Three pillars of the fiscal capacity for convergence and stabilisation of the
euro area
The fiscal capacity should fulfil three different functions:
– first, economic and social convergence within the euro area should be
incentivised to foster structural reforms, modernise economies and improve the
competitiveness of each Member State and the resilience of the euro area,
thereby also contributing to Member States’ capacity to absorb asymmetric and
symmetric shocks;
– second, differences in the business cycles of euro-area Member States stemming
from structural differences or a general economic vulnerability create a need to
address asymmetric shocks (situations whereby an economic event affects one
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economy more than another, for instance when demand collapses in one
specific Member State and not in the others following an external shock beyond
the influence of a Member State);
– third, symmetric shocks (situations whereby an economic event affects all the
economies in the same way, for example variation in oil prices for euro-area
countries) should be addressed to increase the resilience of the euro area as a
whole.
In view of these objectives, it will be necessary to consider which functions can be
achieved within the existing legal framework of the Union and which will require
Treaty adjustment or change.
Pillar 1: the convergence code
The current economic situation requires an investment strategy in parallel to fiscal
consolidation and responsibility through compliance with the economic governance
framework.
Beside the Stability and Growth Pact, the convergence code, adopted under the ordinary
legislative procedure and taking into account the country-specific recommendations,
should focus for a five-year period on convergence criteria regarding taxation, labour
market, investment, productivity, social cohesion, and public administrative and good
governance capacities within the existing Treaties.
Within the economic governance framework, compliance with the convergence code
should be a condition for full participation in the fiscal capacity, and each Member State
should come forward with proposals on how to reach the criteria of the convergence
code.
A euro-area fiscal capacity should be complemented by a long-term strategy for debt
sustainability and debt reduction and enhancing growth and investment in euro-area
countries, which would bring down overall refinancing costs and debt/GDP ratios.
Pillar 2: absorption of asymmetric shocks
Given the strong integration of the euro-area Member States, asymmetric shocks with
an impact on the stability of the euro area as a whole cannot be ruled out completely,
despite all efforts on Member-State policy coordination, convergence and sustainable
structural reforms.
Stabilisation provided through the ESM/EMF should be complemented by automatic
shock absorption mechanisms.
Stabilisation must incentivise good practices and avoid moral hazard.
Such a system must include clear rules on timeframe-possible payments and
repayments, and must clearly be defined in terms of size and funding mechanisms,
while being budgetary neutral over a longer cycle.
Pillar 3: absorption of symmetric shocks
RR\1117319EN.docx
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Future symmetric shocks could destabilise the euro area as a whole since the currency
area is not yet endowed with the instruments necessary to cope with another crisis of the
same extent as the previous one.
In the case of symmetric shocks brought about by a lack of internal demand, monetary
policy alone cannot reignite growth, particularly in a context of zero lower bound. The
euro-area budget should be of sufficient size to address these symmetric shocks by
funding investment aimed at aggregating demand and full employment in line with
Article 3 TEU.
iii.

Governance, democratic accountability and control

The Community method should prevail in economic governance for the euro area.
The European Parliament and national parliaments should exercise a strengthened role
in the renewed economic governance framework in order to reinforce democratic
accountability. This includes increased national ownership on the European semester
and a reform of the interparliamentary conference provided for in Article 13 of the
Fiscal Compact to give it more substance, in order to develop a stronger parliamentary
and public opinion. To improve ownership, national parliaments should scrutinise
national governments, just as the European Parliament should scrutinise the European
executives.
The positions of President of the Eurogroup and Commissioner for Economic and
Financial Affairs could be merged, and in such case the President of the Commission
should appoint this Commissioner as Vice-President of the Commission.
A finance minister and treasury within the Commission should be fully democratically
accountable and equipped with all necessary means and capacities to apply and enforce
the existing economic governance framework and to optimise the development of the
euro area in cooperation with the ministers of finance of the euro-area Member States.
The European Parliament should review its rules and organisation to ensure the full
democratic accountability of the fiscal capacity to MEPs from participating Member
States.
2.

Calls on:
– the European Council to set guidelines, as described above, by no later than the EU
meeting in Rome (March 2017), including a framework for the long-term sustainable
stabilisation of the euro area;
– the Commission to come forward with a White Paper with an ambitious core chapter
on the euro area and the respective legislative proposals in 2017 by using all means
within the existing Treaties, including the convergence code, the euro-area budget
and automatic stabilisers, and to set a precise timeframe for the implementation of
these measures;

3.

Declares its readiness to finalise all legislative measures that do not require Treaty
changes by the end of the current mandate of the Commission and the European
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Parliament and to set the stage for the necessary Treaty changes required in the medium
and long term to make a sustainable euro area possible.
4.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the President of the European
Council, the Commission, the Council, the Eurogroup, the European Central Bank, the
Managing Director of the European Stability Mechanism and the parliaments of the
Member States.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
Working document N°1 - 19.02.2016
I.

BACKGROUND AND INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL POSITIONS

In a single market, a common currency implies benefits such as lower transaction costs, better
price transparency and absence of foreign-exchange risk. If strong enough, it can reduce the
exposure of the area to the monetary policies of other major economic powers. On the other
hand, a common currency eliminates well-tried policy options for counterbalancing
asymmetric shocks such as exchange rate fluctuation. Giving up autonomy over monetary
policy therefore requires alternative adjustment mechanisms for asymmetric macroeconomic
shocks. The Optimum currency area (OCA) theory defines elements that can take on this
adjustment function, such as mobility of labour, openness to trade, fiscal, economic and
political integration.
In the financial, economic and sovereign debt crisis, it has become apparent that the European
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) lacks appropriate adjustment mechanisms to absorb
asymmetric shocks. This results directly from constructional defects in the Maastricht Treaty
that scholars have long pointed out. Finally, the mere coordination of national economic
policies and the over-reliance on the corrective force of the markets have proven insufficient
to prevent excess indebtedness of Member States. In the end, the systemic interdependencies
in the common currency area forced the Euro Member States "bail out" their banks.
In spite of several measures to address the institutional and the legal gap, the EMU still has no
genuine fiscal and economic policy. In addition, it suffers from a democratic deficit. Against
this background, further integration is needed, both as regards the governance and the legal
set-up of the EMU and the architecture of the EU as a whole. In the context of the current
debate on how to deepen the EMU, the discussion on a fiscal capacity for the Eurozone has
been revived.
This Working Document aims at giving an overview of the historical background, presenting
the recent positions taken by the relevant EU institutions, available options and corresponding
challenges put forward by politics and academia, and posing questions linked to key issues to
be addressed in the upcoming own-initiative report. It will be followed up by a second
Working Document presenting some conclusions based on the input received.
1.

Historical background

In the 1970s, when the project of monetary integration was being contemplated, the consensus
among European policymakers and experts was that if monetary union was to be pursued, it
had to be accompanied by commensurate steps towards fiscal integration. Two important
early contributions epitomize this thinking: the Werner Report (1970) and the McDougall
Report (1977). The first highlighted that a monetary union would require all essential features
of national public budgets to be decided at the Community level (including “the overall
volume, the size of balances and the modes of financing as well as their use”). The second
argued that the establishment of a monetary union would require a Community budget of
around 5-7% of GDP in order to absorb economic shocks and provide a minimum degree of
income convergence.
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The McDougall report identified three criteria for an increase of public expenditure at
Community level:
-

The achievement of economies of scale, as for instance in external relations;

Counterbalancing spill-over effects from one country to another or to the whole
Community;
A neutral fiscal stance via transfers of expenditure from national to Community level,
especially where economies of scale can be achieved;
Structural/regional policy and a Community Unemployment Fund figured among the
candidates for Community expenditure put forward and that was to be financed by a further
tranche of VAT.
When discussions about the appropriate fiscal arrangements for EMU resurged again in the
early 1990s, such far-reaching ideas were considered politically unrealistic and didn't fit in the
mainstream of economic theory.
Instead of significantly increasing the EU budget, the Maastricht Treaty assigned the entire
responsibility for stabilisation to national budgets, as suggested in the Delors Report that
provided the blueprint for Economic and Monetary Union. The only remainder of the
McDougall report can be seen in the set-up of the Cohesion Fund to support poorer countries
in their efforts to qualify for EMU.
When it was finally created in 1999, the euro came into being without having been preceded
by any increase in the size of the EU budget. It ran smoothly for around ten years and became
a major international currency (second only to the US dollar). Interest rates on sovereign debt
and inflation were low, with growth in most countries. However, when the global financial
and economic crisis triggered a sovereign debt crisis, the euro area exposed its vulnerability to
asymmetric shocks with government borrowing costs rocketing in some Member States.
Besides, the institutional arrangements of the Treaty proved incapable of effectively solving
the fundamental issues.
The Member States and EU institutions have taken many measures in attempts to address
these issues and to strengthen the economic and monetary union (EMU), including the
European Semester, the Fiscal Compact and the related Two-Pack/Six-Pack legislation, the
European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and the European Fiscal Stability Mechanism
(EFSM), with the latter having been replaced by the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) in
2013. In this context, the compliance of some of these measures with the Treaty arrangements
(most prominently, the “No-Bail-Out-Clause” in Art. 125 TEU) have been challenged.
Another problematic issue concerns the shift away from the Community method towards
intergovernmental coordination. The European Council and the Eurogroup have played a
dominant role throughout the process and has often interfered in the prerogatives of the
European Parliament, e.g. when it unilaterally decided that the EU budget would guarantee
for the EFSM loans with the margin between the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF)
ceiling and the own-resources ceiling. In the newly created institutional setting, the European
Parliament and its national counterparts only play a marginal role and have thus been largely
deprived of their constitutionally granted powers as regards budgetary autonomy respectively
oversight.
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2.

Recent institutional and political positions

Reports of the four Presidents
In 2012, European Council President Herman Van Rompuy worked on a roadmap for a
genuine EMU, in cooperation with the Presidents of the European Commission (EC), the
ECB and the Eurogroup. To consolidate EMU over the next decade, the June report identified
four building blocks, including an integrated budgetary frame-work. Under this heading,
possible steps towards a fiscal union were envisaged by coupling budgetary discipline with
solidarity tools. In addition to the possible creation of a treasury office for the euro area, the
document underlined the need to define the appropriate role and functions of a central budget.
The December report of the four Presidents further explored these ideas. While reaffirming
that sound national budgetary policies are EMU's cornerstone, the text noted that all other
currency unions have a central fiscal capacity. Imagining the gradual creation of a fiscal
capacity for the euro area, the report identified two complementary functions for this fiscal
capacity: 1) promoting structural reforms (2013-2014); and 2) mitigating asymmetric shocks
(post 2014). The fiscal capacity would be kept separate from the EU's Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF) which does not cover these objectives. Financing could be ensured
through "own resources", national contributions or a combination of both. The possibility to
provide the scheme with the ability to borrow would be investigated in the longer term. As
regards the shock absorption function, a series of principles were outlined, suggesting that the
scheme could work as an insurance-type system between euro area Member States. Each
country would in turn contribute to and benefit from the scheme on the basis of its position
over the economic cycle. Unidirectional or permanent transfers should be avoided.
Appropriate mechanisms should be established so as to limit policy-induced moral hazard.
European Commission
The report of the four Presidents set the basis for a debate on the future of the EMU. The
European Commission's contribution, "A blueprint for a deep and genuine EMU, envisaged
three phases":
Short term (2013-2014). A "convergence and competitiveness instrument" (CCI) would be
created within the EU budget (but outside the MFF) to provide financial support to structural
reforms in Member States.1
Medium term (2014-2017). Building on the CCI, a dedicated fiscal capacity for the euro area
would be established, using own resources only.
Long term (post 2017). A euro area budget with stabilisation objectives could be put in place
by developing the fiscal capacity.
The Commission indicated that medium- and long-term actions may require Treaty changes,
such as provisions for a dedicated budgetary and own resources procedure. If the fiscal
capacity were to be able to borrow or to raise taxes, amendments would also be needed as this
is currently forbidden (Articles 310 and 311 TFEU) and might further touch some national

1

The Commission published a communication on the introduction of a CCI in March 2013. However, it has not
been followed up by a concrete legislative proposal until this day and has not been a basis for a consensus approach.
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primary law.
Report of the five Presidents
Options and guiding principles for a euro area stabilisation function
A prospective stabilisation function could, for example, build on the European Fund for
Strategic Investments as a first step, by identifying a pool of financing sources and investment
projects specific to the euro area, to be tapped into according to the business cycle. Various
additional sources of financing should be considered.
It will be important to ensure that the design of such a stabilisation function rests on the
following guiding principles:
•

It should not lead to permanent transfers between countries or to transfers in one direction
only, which is why converging towards Economic Union is a precondition for participation.
It should also not be conceived as a way to equalise incomes between Member States.

•

It should neither undermine the incentives for sound fiscal policy-making at the national
level, nor the incentives to address national structural weaknesses.
Accordingly, and to prevent moral hazard, it should be tightly linked to compliance with
the broad EU governance framework and to progress in converging towards the common
standards described in Section 2.

•

It should be developed within the framework of the European Union. This would guarantee
that it is consistent with the existing EU fiscal framework and with procedures for the
coordination of economic policies. It should be open and transparent vis-à-vis all EU
Member States.

•

It should not be an instrument for crisis management. The European Stability Mechanism
(ESM) already performs that function. Instead, its role should be to improve the overall
economic resilience of EMU and individual euro area countries. It would thus help to
prevent crises and actually make future interventions by the ESM less likely.

The Presidents of the EU institutions will follow up on the implementation of the
recommendations in this report. To prepare the transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2, the
Commission will present a White Paper in spring 2017 assessing progress made in Stage 1 and
outlining the next steps needed, including measures of a legal nature to complete EMU in Stage
2. The White Paper will draw on analytical input from an expert consultation group, which will
further explore the legal, economic and political preconditions of the more long-term proposals
contained in this report. It will be prepared in consultation with the Presidents of the other EU
institutions.

3.

The European Parliament's position

As early as 2010, in the CRIS mid-report the European Parliament already "urged the Union
to better equip itself with countercyclical economic policy management instruments".
Besides, the CRIS final report of 2011:
RR\1117319EN.docx
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- "concludes that, in order to achieve political union and economic integration commensurate
with monetary union, in line with the priorities agreed by the European Council, the EU
needs a budget of sufficient size to accommodate the euro in a sustainable way, providing the
currency with a relevant budget space on the level of political organisation at which it is
issued",
- "recalls that reports preceding the realisation of monetary union [...] affirmed that the
volume of such a budget would have to be between 2,5 and 10 percent of Union GNI,
depending on whether and which re-allocation functions would be assumed by the Union
budget, that the budget would need to be financed on the basis of own resources, and that it
should be used to finance policies and measures in the fields of foreign, security and defence
policy, the energy and transport sectors, development cooperation and R&D, and that
national budgets would be reduced correspondingly in order to achieve tax neutrality for
citizens and businesses",
- and "takes the view that deepening European economic integration is necessary in order to
ensure the stability of the Eurozone and of the Union as a whole, and that this will require
further developments regarding the external representation of the Eurozone, qualified
majority voting on a corporate tax base, measures to combat tax evasion and tax
avoidance,[...] possible mutual issuance of sovereign debt and Eurobonds to stimulate fiscal
discipline, the EU's borrowing capacity, a better balance between economic and social
policies [....], own resources for the EU budget and the roles of national parliaments and the
European Parliament".
The European Parliament has expressed strong criticism of the intergovernmental nature of
the instruments developed in recent years to tackle the crisis and deplored their lack of
democratic oversight, notably the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), which it many times
asked to be integrated into the Community acquis so that it can be managed in accordance
with the Community method and be made accountable to the European Parliament.1
In the Dehaene/Kalfin report of 2014 on "negotiations on the MFF 2014-2020: lessons to be
learned and the way forward" the Parliament "expresses its firm conviction that any new
fiscal capacity or budget developed specifically for Eurozone Member States whose fiscal
functions are not covered by the MFF must be developed within the Union framework and
must be subject to proper democratic scrutiny and accountability through the existing
institutions". It has furthermore clarified in the 2015 Arthuis opinion on the European
Semester for economic policy coordination that such as a solidarity mechanism "should be
financed over and above the MFF ceiling for 2014-2020".
In its 2015 Berès report "Review of the economic governance framework: stocktaking and
challenges", the European Parliament called for two separate type of instruments: 1/ "a euro
area fiscal capacity based on specific own-resources which should, in the framework of the
Union budget with European parliamentary control, assist Member States in the
1

Cited from European Parliament resolution of 20 November 2012 with recommendations to the Commission on
the report of the Presidents of the European Council, the European Commission, the European Central Bank and
the Eurogroup ‘Towards a genuine Economic and Monetary Union’, European Parliament resolution of 12 June
2013 on strengthening European democracy in the future EMU, European Parliament resolution of 13 March 2014
on the enquiry on the role and operations of the Troika (ECB, Commission and IMF) with regard to the euro area
programme countries)
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implementation of the agreed structural reforms based on certain conditions, including the
effective implementation of the National Reform Programmes", and 2/ a shock absorbing
mechanism "connected to the monetary union while avoiding any form of permanent fiscal
transfers".
Previous reports had also made the distinction between a European Monetary Fund (EMF)
geared to supporting countries experiencing balance of payments problems or facing state
insolvency on the one hand, and solidarity instruments/a fiscal capacity geared towards
conditional support for structural reforms, with the aim of enhancing competitiveness, growth
and social cohesion, ensuring closer coordination of economic policies and sustained
convergence of the economic performance of the Member States, and addressing imbalances
and structural divergences.
Finally, a pilot project on the "feasibility and added value of a European unemployment
benefit scheme" has been launched at the initiative of the European Parliament, for which
Commitment appropriations were voted for the first year under the 2014 Budget.
II.

FUNCTIONS AND MODALITIES OF A BUDGETARY CAPACITY FOR THE
EUROZONE

1.

Designs of a budgetary capacity for the Eurozone

The European policy debate so far has focused on several functions for a budgetary capacity
for the euro area: (a) fiscal stabilisation linked to macroeconomic aggregates, (b) a micro
approach of unemployment insurance, (c) joint resources for a fiscal backstop in systemic
financial crises, (d) the lender of last resort function for illiquid sovereigns more broadly, (e)
pooled resources to finance added-value projects/common public goods and f) support for
convergence.
(a)

Fiscal stabilisation linked to macroeconomic aggregates
Two forms of this fiscal stabilisation capacity can be identified:
'insurance mechanism' that would work as a ‘rainy day fund’, where member
states’ contributions and disbursements would be calculated on the basis of some cyclically-

 An

sensitive economic indicator, such as the output gap or unemployment levels. Such a mechanism,
directly related to contributions by Member States, could be relatively easily established via an
intergovernmental treaty and would not require complex management structures. It would avoid
long-term redistribution effects but would only serve as a 'smoothing' tool for economic downturns.
Given its character, it might be challenging to agree on the parameters of intervention.

A fully-fledged euro-area budget with counter-cyclical would be more ambitious
than the previous approach. It would have major stabilisation effects and could also
serve other important purposes such as helping to stabilize the euro-area economy
over the course of the cycle. Given the risk that the common euro area budget might
give rise to durable transfers, risks of moral hazard will need to be compensated for
through greater mutual surveillance and stronger governance. This will entail farreaching sovereign transfers from the national to the central level, including a strong
euro-area executive with discretionary powers. Furthermore, the transfer burden can
hardly be estimated. The creation of a euro area budget, reflecting greater solidarity
between Member States, could ultimately justify a further strengthening of European
RR\1117319EN.docx
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economic governance, subject to the democratic legitimacy of the arrangement.
(b)

A micro approach of unemployment insurance
Here again, different approaches could be considered:
An EMU-wide basic unemployment benefit scheme (UBS) to directly stabilise
household income. Under such a system, a certain share of contributions to the
unemployment insurance would be paid to a European fund which would provide
basic unemployment insurance to the short-term unemployed. Thereby, a direct link
between the European institutions and the citizens could be established. Furthermore,
the scheme could enhance the macro-economic convergence of the euro area and
accelerate the integration of the labour-market which would again have incentivized
labour and wage mobility – an adjustment mechanism of its own as presented above.
Yet, the implementation would require a high degree policy harmonisation regarding
the labour market.
A re-insurance system for national unemployment schemes. Inspired by the US’s
‘extended benefits scheme’, this system would be funded by regular contributions
from national schemes and would support them in cases where the unemployment rate
reaches a certain level. This option would not require a lot of harmonisation and thus
be easier to implement than the aforementioned option. However, the stabilisation
effect of such a scheme would be rather limited and it would require a debate among
Member States around the calculation of the output that would recreate a space for
intergovernmental bargaining.

(c)

Joint resources for a fiscal backstop in systemic financial crises
The pooling of sovereign issuance among the euro-area Member States and the
sharing of associated revenue flows and debt-servicing costs to enhance financial
stability in the euro area. This could take the form of the largely debated 'eurobonds'.
Depending on the degree of substitution of national issuance (full or partial) and the
nature of the underlying guarantee (joint and several or several), different designs can
be envisaged.1 In order for 'eurobonds' to help preserve the integrity of the EMU, to
underpin a return to economic stability and to reduce uncertainty, progress would need
to be made regarding EU financial and budgetary integration and supervision.

(d)

A lender of last resort function for illiquid sovereigns more broadly
One option among others could concern the further development of the European
Stability Mechanism (ESM) notably into a powerful European Monetary Fund
(EMF) which would take over the role of 'lender of last resort' from the ECB. In case
of sovereign default, it would have the right to intervene into national budgets and to
grant temporary credits in case of unsustainable debt to allow for structured
insolvency. An EMF would have a deterring effect before and a stabilising effect in

1

The different approaches were discussed in a Commission Green Paper in 2011
(http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/articles/governance/2011-11-23-green-paper-stability-bonds_en.htm) and
in the European Parliament resolution of 16 January 2013 on the feasibility of introducing Stability Bonds
(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P7-TA-20130018&language=EN&ring=A7-2012-0402)
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the middle of a sovereign debt crisis.
(e)

Pooled resources to finance added-value projects/common public goods
A far-reaching approach would be to establish a fund similar to that of the recently
created European Fund for Strategic Investments, which should act as a lever for
private financing of pre-defined projects with particular added-value for the
Eurozone.
A less far-reaching approach would be to limit the role for the central level to the
provision of common essential public goods (e.g. airport security) if a Member State
is not able to shoulder its responsibility.

(f)

Support for convergence
Since its creation, the Eurozone has encountered growing divergences, creating a
situation that may prove unsustainable in the long run. Based on the rationale behind
the creation of the Cohesion Fund, a fiscal capacity could provide targeted
investments to avoid divergences among Member States by facilitating economic
and social cohesion of the Eurozone. The determination of the design of such a fiscal
capacity will be somewhat sensitive as it needs to take into account the role played by
the existing structural funds to avoid inconsistencies and double-spending.

All models entail a certain degree of fiscal risk-sharing, although the potential transfer burden
differs strongly between them. In any case it is highly unlikely that a full neutralisation of
transfers can be achieved.
2.

Financing of a budgetary capacity for the Eurozone

In principle, four sources of financing could be envisaged for the budgetary capacity: national
contributions, taxes, borrowing through the issuance of debt, (partial) use of the ESM or funds
that already exist within the EU budget, or a combination thereof. All of them have pros and
cons.
Direct contributions are an easy and straightforward way to finance a budget for the euro area.
These contributions could be based on Member States' GNI which is considered a fair way of
financing based on economic strength and have the advantage that this system is already
being applied for the GNI contributions to the general EU budget. However, GNI
contributions have the disadvantage of being too detached from European policies and tend to
strengthen a 'juste retour' discourse. The European Parliament has considered this type of
financing to be unsatisfactory and has been calling for a system of genuine own resources.
Currently, an inter-institutional high-level group is working on proposals to be presented
before the end of 2016.
Such own resources could be taxes, levies or ECB seigniorage. Various sources have already
been discussed in the framework of a general reform of the Own Resources system.
Depending on the functions to be fulfilled by the budgetary capacity, such own-resource(s)
might have to generate substantial funding. Should a tax be considered, the design of both its
tax base and rate would have to be determined, taking into account the need to 1) avoid tax
competition and 2) allow for some flexibility in order to accommodate heterogeneity. Finally,
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a tax-based instrument would mean volatile income levels. Levies on various transactions
could also be considered, though their link to the supported policies might be weak.
Finally, financing could take the form of borrowings, provided that the euro area could issue
debt. This would avoid potential distortionary effects related to the implementation of a tax at
the euro area level, as well as politically challenging issues stemming from transfers from
national budgets. If used for macroeconomic stabilisation, increase of resources would allow
for a reimbursement of the debt issued.
3.

Governance of the fiscal capacity

The move towards further integration would need to address both the institutional gap and the
democratic deficit of the Eurozone governance.
The institutional gap could be overcome through the establishment of a powerful Economic
Government whose responsibilities would differ depending on the design of the capacity (e.g.
the negotiation of structural reform packages and the surveillance of their implementation).
With regard to its design, several options have been put on the table, one example being the
creation of an EU Treasury Administration similar to the US Congressional budget office
(independent or linked to the Commission) to be headed by a permanent Eurogroup President
who is also Vice-president of the Commission. For the Economic Government to have
democratic legitimacy, it would have to be subjected to full parliamentary control.
Irrespective of the legal limitations set by the current Treaty and national primary law, this
could be ensured via three options: Members of the European Parliament coming from the
Eurozone, a 'joint parliamentary assembly' composed of Members of the European Parliament
coming from the Eurozone and national parliaments, or a 'third chamber' comprising national
parliamentarians.
4.

Legal considerations

While economic integration of the Eurozone is covered by Article 3 (4) TEU, the creation of a
fiscal capacity for the Eurozone would go even further, that is towards fiscal union. The
Treaty gives some leeway for further integration of the Eurozone towards fiscal union notably
on the basis of Article 136. Most of the designs for a fiscal capacity mentioned above might
require Treaty change. However, as has been done for the establishment of the ESM, the
application of the simplified revision procedure foreseen in art. 48(6) TEU could be
envisaged, even though it needs to be recalled that the EP has been very critical towards a
procedure outside the community method.
One of the biggest legal challenges to be solved when setting up a fiscal capacity for the
Eurozone is the involvement of national parliaments depending on the financing options chosen
for a EMU fiscal capacity. Many aspects linked to a fiscal capacity would directly touch upon
their constitutionally enshrined budgetary autonomy, in particular the decision on a tax-based
revenue, for legally-enforceable intervention rights for the central level into the national budget
(required by some of the proposed designs) and democratic scrutiny.
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Non-exhaustive list of questions that could be discussed within the framework of this INI
report:


Why is a fiscal capacity needed to achieve a genuine EMU?



What functions should a budgetary capacity for the euro area fulfil?



How could existing tools, notably the ESM and/or the Youth Guarantee, be mobilised as
embryos of a budgetary capacity for the Eurozone?



How to strike the right balance between solidarity and responsibility, by addressing
issues including geographical redistribution effects, moral hazard and permanent fiscal
transfers?



How could a fiscal capacity address the challenges of spillover effects, divergences
among Eurozone member states, the desirable fiscal stance or the need to support
structural reforms? Should there be benchmarks, agreed reforms, implementation of the
country-specific recommendations [...]?



How differences in budgetary projection and execution would be dealt with?



Should a fiscal capacity introducing automatic stabilizers at the European level also act
as a carrot to induce structural reforms?



How should a EMU fiscal capacity be financed? Resources could include, inter alia,
vertical budgetary transfers, a tax type instrument, Eurobonds etc.
o

Should it be financed through stable (annual) revenue or via ad hoc decisions (in
case of need)?

o

Should there be one or several sources of financing?

o

Fee-based instrument: How to effectively prevent the 'juste-retour' discussion?

o

Tax-instrument: should the tax be directly linked to the policies it supports? How
to deal with the issue of tax volatility (limit spending activities or additional
national contributions)?



What size should the budgetary capacity have to be able to fulfil its functions?



Should a EMU fiscal capacity expand or shift revenue? What, if any, consequences will
the establishment of a fiscal capacity have for the size and the political priorities of the
EU budget?



Should the EMU fiscal capacity be established inside or outside the budgetary
framework? In case of the first: how does the capacity have to be designed to ensure
coherence with the existing funds of the EU budget such as the European Structural and
Investment Funds (ESIF)) as well as other funding mechanisms partially funded or
guaranteed by the budget, namely the ESM (practically a preliminary step towards a
European Monetary Fund), the Youth Guarantee and the EIB operations (especially
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EFSI)?Should it serve vertical (those who are more able shoulder more) and/or
horizontal (sector/jurisdiction compensation) equity?




What is the appropriate institutional setting for the fiscal capacity?
o

Should there be an economic government for the Eurozone? Who should it be
made of (Eurogroup president, one/more EU-Commissioners, ECB President,
EMF/ESM Director)? Should it be independent or linked to one of the institutions
(Commission/Council/EMF)?

o

Which will be the appropriate parliamentary decision-making structure to ensure
democratic scrutiny of the decisions related to the fiscal capacity and economic
governance of the Eurozone?

What would be legal forms of the options suggested? Could they be implemented within
the scope of the current Treaty or would they require a revision?


Should the capacity be limited to Eurozone Member States or should it be open to
other Member States (if so, under which conditions)?
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Working document N°2 - 17.03.2016
I.

ACADEMIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEBATE ON A BUDGETARY
CAPACITY FOR THE EUROZONE

During an expert hearing involving academics as well as practitioners, extensive contributions
were delivered on the debate on a budgetary capacity for the Eurozone. The current debate
among experts can roughly be divided into five aspects: (1) reasons for creating a common
capacity, (2) functions of the fiscal capacity, (3) possible resources for financing the capacity,
(4) challenges, conditions and obstacles, (5) governance.
1.

Reasons for creating a common fiscal capacity

The experts agreed that the subdued current recovery can only be temporarily supported by
monetary policy measures and low energy prices, as the situation of public finances in euro area
Member States is still fragile and cannot provide much stimulus to growth.
Experts stressed that EMU was built on the assumption that monetary policy would handle
symmetric shocks, and rules would enforce budgetary discipline at Member States' level to
provide margins in case of asymmetric shocks. The crisis has proved that this was insufficient
and that improvement of economic governance in the euro area was needed. Many measures
have been adopted to this end over the past years, but their implementation has been
insufficient. Moreover, it was argued that monetary policy couldn’t compensate all
shortcomings of EMU, all the more so as the zero bound rate limits its effectiveness as
macroeconomic tool. Therefore, there was broad consensus in the policy debate that the current
situation can only be improved and future crises be avoided by completing the EMU. Enhancing
the capacity of the euro area to deal with asymmetric shocks would therefore be key, and
alleviate what was a severe deficiency in the previous crisis; a completed EMU would also
restore the confidence of citizens and markets in the European project which was lost during
the crisis.
There is ongoing discussion on possible designs for a fiscal capacity for the Eurozone. There
are advocates for some form of a common budgetary capacity who share the view set out in the
Four Presidents’ Report coordinated by then President of the European Council Mr Herman
van Rompuy, and reiterated in the more recent Five Presidents' Report on the EMU, that a shock
absorption capacity at the euro area level is needed to complement automatic stabilisers at
national level, whose functioning is limited as has been shown during the crisis. It is pointed
out that coordination of national fiscal policies between Member States in case of economic
downturns has proven to be difficult under the current setting. Therefore to some experts this
proves that more stabilisation tools are necessary at the euro area level.
Some experts argue that a common budgetary capacity would improve risk sharing to the
benefit of euro area countries, as it would smooth the impact of temporary income shocks such
as national or regional consumption. It was argued that on the basis of existing academic
literature, fiscal risk sharing manages to smooth between 15 and 30 per cent of regional shocks.1
At the moment, risk sharing is almost non-existent in both the EU and the euro area, which
1

International Monetary Fund, Toward a Fiscal Union for the Euro Area: Technical Background Notes
(September 2013), 7.
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should not come as a surprise given that the EU budget is small and not designed for risk
sharing.
A common capacity could enhance risk sharing through common borrowing and common
revenues.
According to one expert, arguing against common borrowing at this stage, increased public risk
sharing would not be politically acceptable given the incompleteness of EMU and the lack of
credibility of its instruments. Furthermore, it was widely disregarded that private risk sharing
via integrated markets can smooth a much larger percentage of asymmetric shocks than public
risk sharing via a federal budget (around 62 % v. 13 % in the United States 1). Given that private
risk sharing is less developed in the EMU than in most federal systems, leading to a situation
in which private capital flows even exacerbate asymmetries, it was deemed important to
develop private risk sharing via the development of the European Capital Markets Union.
Following this logic, some experts argue that the insufficient compliance with rules before and
during the crisis has weakened the effectiveness of budgetary policy in performing its
stabilizing function. This had led to a loss of trust, a necessary condition for the good
functioning of any stabilisation fund for the euro area. Hence, before contemplating budgetary
capacity, full and consistent implementation and enforcement of all existing fiscal tools at the
European level, including in particular the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), and the
Macroeconomic Imbalances Procedure, would rebuild trust.
Nonetheless it was commonly agreed that a fiscal capacity should go hand in hand with other
fiscal stabilising measures. Multiple other measures were discussed, such as completing the
banking union, increasing oversight over national fiscal policies, structural reforms at national
level, strengthening labour mobility, convergence of taxation or creating a capital markets
union. Above all, experts broadly agreed about the fact that the economic governance
framework needs to be simplified, as the current framework was overly complicated and lacked
predictability and ownership. This would improve credibility and confidence in the system as
well as its resilience.
2.

Functions of the fiscal capacity

Most experts agreed that the stabilisation function is the main and most feasible of the classical
fiscal policy functions to be fulfilled by a specific budget for the euro area. A redistribution
function and/or provision of public goods could be envisaged in a more integrated political and
economic union.
In the opinion of the contributors that strongly advocated a fiscal capacity, the ability to function
as a stabiliser of asymmetric shocks was mostly emphasized: fiscal stabilisation should be
moved, at least partly, from the national to the federal level, accompanied by more social,
taxation and political integration. Even the contributions that were more careful on a budgetary
capacity for the euro area and that advocated the focus on national policies acknowledged that
the stabilisation functioning at federal level is the function with the most added-value. At the
same time, the preservation of incentives for sound fiscal policymaking and for addressing
structural weaknesses at national level was key. Consensus existed on the fact that permanent
1
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transfers and moral hazard have to be avoided.
For the designs of a fiscal capacity, multiple options were discussed in the academic debate,
depending on the preferred function for a future capacity. There have been specific
contributions on a 'rainy day fund', an unemployment insurance scheme, and a public
investment strategy.
'Rainy day fund'
In this setting, the common budgetary capacity should be created as a 'rainy day fund' that
should accumulate financing through all countries on good times, to provide for funding in bad
times. In a counterfactual experiment conducted by the IMF, a fund put in place in 1999,
coincident with the introduction of the euro, could have increased the overall level of
stabilisation to the level found in Germany, where 80 per cent of income shocks are smoothed
through private and public channels combined, with annual contributions of about 1 ½ to 2 ½
per cent of GDP. Most of euro area countries would have been net contributors to the fund until
2007 and net recipients during the crisis. For the entire period, the average net contribution by
each country would have been close to zero, showing that risk sharing of this type need not
entail permanent transfers from one part of the euro area to the other.1
Unemployment insurance schemes
Advocates of an unemployment insurance scheme as an important tool on the European level
to stabilise asymmetric shocks suggested that such a scheme could help decrease the procyclicality of national fiscal policies, particularly in downturns. It would also require labour
market convergence. In their view there are two alternatives: a fully-fledged insurance scheme
or a limited scheme based on reinsurance. With a limited scope, supplementing other insurance
schemes, the reinsurance scheme would only act in bad times, to extend the duration of
unemployment benefits and with co-financing. Limited payments would mitigate moral
hazards.
Public investment strategy
To stabilise economic weaknesses it was stated by some experts that public investment should
be stimulated via a public investment strategy addressing the economic weaknesses of the
euro area, to which the fiscal capacity would be dedicated. The suggestion was made to impose
a golden rule of public investment and to create European and national investment programs.
In this view public net investment should be exempted from deficit rules.
Another proposal focused on the lack of private investment which it attributed to an excess of
savings and a lack of structural reforms. Instead of focusing solely on labour markets, reforms
should also target education systems and product markets since enhanced productivity and
higher education levels would eventually trigger investments. Reforms should go hand in hand
with better legislation.
Most argued that the choice for the design and shape of the facility needs to be a political one.
There were many ways a fiscal capacity could be implemented, all having their technical and
1
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political difficulties.
3.
Possible resources for financing the capacity
In the discussion on possible resources three possibilities were explicitly mentioned: borrowing
ESM resources or issuing common bonds, using ECB dividends and introducing European
taxes.
➢

Borrowing resources from the ESM as a means to finance a fiscal capacity was
envisaged by some. As an alternative the issuance of common bonds was mentioned.
When the same basis as ESM is chosen, rapid scaling when necessary is an advantage of
this resource. Other experts suggested a slightly different design in the form of stability
bonds, only dedicated to stabilisation.

➢

On the issue of taxes, it was made clear that tax bases have to be broad enough and
marginal rates small to avoid economic distortions. European taxes limit the scope of
national taxes, as the total amount of taxes should not be increased. The sort of taxes that
should be imposed is a political question.

➢

ECB dividends that for the moment are transferred to the national central banks were also
discussed as a possible resource. Whether that would require treaty change was
challenged based on article 32.7 of the statute of the European System of Central Banks
and of the ECB. Instead, being the final recipients of these dividends, Member States
could decide to transfer them to a common fiscal capacity.

4.

Challenges, conditions and obstacles

Depending on the view on the designs of a budgetary capacity for the euro area, a broad range
of challenges and possible obstacles were addressed. Three challenges were discussed in
multiple contributions: the probable limited size of a euro area capacity, lack of convergence
resulting in a risk of permanent transfers, and the dangers of moral hazard.
Limited size
It was commented that a future common fiscal capacity would probably have a limited size
given the political challenges at play. Another contribution emphasized that the capacity should
be as big as is politically feasible. Multiple speakers commented that the limited size that a
fiscal capacity for the euro area would probably have provided challenges.
Nonetheless, it was argued that a common budgetary capacity could have a limited size when
endowed with limited functions. If the capacity was solely dedicated to macroeconomic
stabilisation it has been shown by several studies that a small budget could produce significant
temporary transfers. This was especially the case if it should concentrate on big shocks and
would be balanced over the whole cycle. A facility with a size of approximately 1.5 to 3% of
euro area GDP could make major contributions to stabilisation.
One expert also considered that a short term solution to address issues related to a possible
limited size of a genuine euro area budget as well as legal constraints, while addressing
asymmetric shocks in the euro area, would be to build on a Commission ex ante assessment of
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the fiscal stance for the euro area for the next year, and to translate this at national level in a
prescriptive way.
Lack of convergence
It was argued by some contributors that a lack of convergence created the risk of permanent
transfers. As stated earlier, there was agreement that permanent transfers should be avoided.
Nevertheless, it was recognized that the risk of permanent transfers would exist within a
common fiscal capacity. It was discussed that this risk could be overcome with convergence
and structural reforms as this would improve ex ante risk sharing and subsequently avoid
permanent fiscal transfers. In the same vein, the American model of federal unemployment
insurance system was considered compatible with the heterogeneous nature of labour markets
in the euro area. A challenge to the scheme was, however, that it would require convergence on
the labour market. Therefore an effort had to be made for "reconvergence" as it was named.
Moral hazard
The risk of moral hazard was broadly acknowledged in the academic debate. The prospect of
fiscal support would possibly decrease the need for budgetary discipline. To avoid moral hazard
it was noted that stronger governance structures and better enforcement mechanisms were
important. Moral hazard was also explicitly discussed in the framework of an unemployment
benefit scheme. In the context of a limited unemployment benefits scheme, moral hazard could
thus be avoided by only extending the national insurance period rather than replacing national
schemes.

5.

Institutional framework for governance

To care for good implementation and execution of the budgetary capacity for the euro zone the
importance of a stronger governance framework was explicitly mentioned. It was argued that
ex-ante risk sharing would go hand in hand with stronger governance. Some experts especially
stressed the requirement of joint decision making with strong common institutions. On this area
multiple observations have been made: on a euro zone treasury, on an independent European
Fiscal Board (EFB) and on how to deal with democratic legitimacy.
 Above all, it was stressed that the community method should prevail in the design of the
capacity in respect of the rights of non-euro members.
➢

To deal with asymmetric and systematic shocks in the euro area, a euro zone treasury
allowing temporary transfers over the cycle was suggested. This treasury should provide
support based on well-defined criteria. Some argued that this institution should be
accountable to the European Parliament. The ESM could be taken as basis for this EU
treasury, with borrowing as background. With this base rapid scaling when necessary is
an advantage.
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➢

The already planned independent European Fiscal Board (EFB) was generally welcome
by experts who attribute an important role to it. This independent board could define when
a Member States is suffering from exceptional circumstances. Exceptional times would
be situations in which the ECB is not able to stabilise the economy with monetary policy
alone. The EFB should define this distinction based on transparent criteria. When the
exceptional times are defined, support would be based on the independent analysis. After
independent analysis by the EFB, scrutiny would have to be exercised by the European
Parliament and it should be debated in national Parliaments.

➢

The role that should be played by the European Parliament and by national Parliaments
was also emphasised when discussing democratic legitimacy of a budgetary capacity. It
was argued that the structure would depend on the structure that is chosen for the fiscal
capacity. As an option the creation of a euro area senate was suggested.

II.

POLITICAL FEEDBACK ON THE FIRST WORKING DOCUMENT

To conclude the first working document an extensive, but non-exhaustive list of questions was
inserted to trigger discussions on the follow-up of this document. The various answers received
by the political groups within the EP to these questions reflect the diversity and sensitivity of
the political debate.
1.

Why is a fiscal capacity needed to achieve a genuine EMU?

In one of the contribution the flaws of EMU were acknowledged. It was stated that the euro
crisis gave evidence that a common currency cannot work decently without common fiscal,
economic and political integration, relying on controlling the money supply through a central
bank alone.
One of the shadow rapporteurs argued that before commenting on the necessity of a euro area
fiscal capacity, the goal of a genuine fiscal and economic policy would need to be defined.
2.

What functions should a budgetary capacity for the euro area fulfil?

In addition to the discussion on functions in the first working document, some shadow
rapporteurs argued that the document should elaborate more on certain functions, i.e. public
investment, structural reforms and convergence.
Public investment
In one contribution it was mentioned that a fiscal capacity should not only be a responsive tool
in case of country-specific shocks but also to actively prevent the development of
macroeconomic imbalances within the euro zone and enable Member States to achieve full
employment. Therefore a focus on public investment policies was needed. The responsibility
for the avoidance and correction of macroeconomic imbalances should lie with Member States.
The fiscal capacity could assist them in achieving these goals, without conditionality linked to
particular policy measures.
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According to this contribution, to deal with imbalances, divergence of Current Account
balances, at the heat of the recent crisis, needed to be avoided. The fiscal capacity should have
an aim for a balanced Current Account to avoid unsustainable levels of external debt. A
symmetric treatment to correct account surpluses and deficits would reduce the need of transfers
between Member States, with regard to economic stability. It would also render adverse fiscal
rules superfluous, as with low external debt, public deficits could be funded via corporate and
private household savings at the discretion of Member States, without risking the need for bailout via other Member States. To reduce the amount of excessive public debt in the Eurozone,
debt above the Maastricht threshold of 60% of GDP could be transferred into a debt redemption
fund, which would then pay down the debt over 25 years.
In another contribution on this same theme, guaranteeing aggregate demand at full employment
level, without creating internal imbalances was seen as the main objective of the euro zone
budgetary capacity. To solve the current lack of aggregate demand in Member States with
positive externalities, it was necessary both to either recycle or avoid surpluses and to perform
huge public investments at EU level.
In this view there should be more focus on current account surpluses than solely on deficits.
Therefore, the MIP should be transformed in a “surplus avoidance mechanism” as soon as
possible, allowing the fiscal union and its budgetary capacity debate to be focused on its main
goal: to guarantee a full employment aggregated demand in the euro zone.
Structural reforms
Another contribution argued that the first working document failed to include the “promotion
of structural reforms” as one possible design for a budgetary capacity. In this view a budgetary
capacity which is integrated into the budgetary framework but clearly separated from the
Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) should support structural reforms that are not covered
by the MFF. Its focus should be on the financing of policies stimulating growth and jobs and
thereby increasing the overall competitiveness and stability of the EU. Necessary reforms were
conducive to more investment, profitable projects and productivity enhancing.
Structural reforms were necessary to complement monetary policies according to this
contribution, because past decades had shown that sole fiscal transfers do not guarantee
Member States to catch up. Risk sharing would not lead to gains in competitiveness and would
not fundamentally improve the basis for sustainable economic growth in the long-term. Member
States could be offered conditional support solely for the implementation of agreed structural
reforms to enhance competitiveness. Systematic, regular and independent evaluations would
thus be necessary to ensure that all spending is achieving the desired outcome. Performance
outcomes were more important than simply spending appropriations available.
Convergence
It was also proposed that a budgetary capacity could foster the convergence among Member
States towards a common currency area. Further trade integration, the improvement of labour
market mobility and flexibility could act as ex-ante shock absorbers. Thus, growth-enhancing
structural reforms that foster the improvement of the functioning of the EU Single Market
would have to be promoted.
Until a complete implementation of the Banking Union is in place, further risk reduction was
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necessary until Member States see the risk of moral hazard sufficiently reduced to agree to
some form of risk mutualisation. Meanwhile, the promotion of necessary structural reforms to
increase convergence among Member States was an ex-ante shock absorber by itself.
Besides these functions that needed elaboration, there a comment was also made on
unemployment insurance. It welcomed support to unemployed people but stressed the support
scheme should also be able to boost growth and jobs. The focus of a scheme would have to lie
at employing the unemployed by contracting them for well-designed investments.
3.

How to strike the right balance between solidarity and responsibility, by
addressing issues including geographical distribution effects, moral hazard and
permanent transfers?

Comments were made on the role of solidarity tools envisaged in the Four Presidents' report
(June 2012) within the framework of building a fiscal union. In this view the concept of
solidarity tools would have to be elaborated as part of the report.
Another contribution focused on the risk of moral hazard within the different designs of a fiscal
capacity. It was stressed that countries could become less concerned about reducing debt
knowing that ultimately an insurance fund would bail them out. In this view even greater mutual
surveillance and stronger governance will not be sufficient to avoid moral hazard, as
implementation and enforcement of the European Semester or Country Specific
Recommendations are often ignored. SGP rules are too often not adhered to by Member States
and the Commission is not fully and coherently using sanction mechanisms.
The moral hazard problem was also stressed when discussing 'eurobonds' as part of the
framework. Countries pursuing negligent budget policies would be able to borrow via
‘eurobonds’ without facing increasing government bond spreads. Thus, countries would build
up unsustainable debt and risk default.
Another challenge to the fiscal capacity was addressed on the area of cyclically-sensitive
economic indicators. Thus, the measurement of the cyclical component of the unemployment
rate or growth rate was erratic. While a country with an economic downturn caused by
exogenous circumstances should be entitled to solidarity and possible short-term transfers,
economic downturns caused by bad policy should not. The distinction between exogenous and
endogenous factors causing economic downturns was complex and subject to the perception of
what is good or bad policy. In addition, poorer countries would pay for the unemployed in richer
countries, according to this contribution.
4.

How should the budgetary capacity be financed?

Several contributions were received on the topic of financing.
It was stated that funding should not be provided through regressive taxes, i.e. VAT, to avoid
the adverse effect on domestic demand. Transfers between Member States under the fiscal
capacity should take the form of investment rather than financing consumptive purposes, which
should be financed via taxes.
Member States contributions to the fiscal capacity could be financed by combatting corporate
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tax avoidance via a CCCTB, or by financial transaction taxes.
To address the problem of a persistent current account surplus, contributions by the Member
States could (in part) be based on their excessive surplus; from these contributions, public
investment projects in the corresponding Member States could be financed, to increase
domestic demand. Further resources for the fiscal capacity and/or one off contributions to
capitalize EIB and/or national promotional banks, in order to promote investment, could come
in form of GNI based contributions from Member States, which should be exempted from the
SGP rules.
The fiscal capacity should also have the ability to issue debt or refinance itself via the ECB, to
respond to negative shocks; if own resources turned out to be insufficient to cover debt
payments, Member States should be jointly liable.
5.

What size should the budgetary capacity have to be able to fulfil its functions?

On the issue of the necessary size, it was argued by some that a limited size was insufficient to
address the investment weakness in the euro zone and general economic problems in some
Member states. One shadow rapporteur argued that the volume of any budgetary capacity would
be too small to have anti-cyclical effects or to reduce macro-economic imbalances across
Member States.
6.

Should the EMU fiscal capacity be established inside or outside the budgetary
framework? In case of the first: how does the capacity have to be designed to
ensure coherence with the existing funds of the EU budget such as the European
Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF)) as well as other funding mechanisms
partially funded or guaranteed by the budget, namely the ESM (practically a
preliminary step towards a European Monetary Fund), the Youth Guarantee and
the EIB operations (especially EFSI)?Should it serve vertical (those who are more
able shoulder more) and/or horizontal (sector/jurisdiction compensation) equity?

It was argued that the ESM features as a shock absorbent in financial crises. A budgetary
capacity should focus on incentivising and stimulating necessary reforms in good economic
times. It should not absorb shocks of Member States with lax budget policy. Therefore a clear
distinction between the functioning of a fiscal capacity and of the ESM should be made.
7.

What would be legal forms of the options suggested? Could they be implemented
within the scope of the current Treaty or would they require a revision?

One of the shadow rapporteurs argued that the suggested and preferred measures do not need
Treaty change.
Another shadow rapporteur took the view that the recent deal agreed with the UK at the
European Council of February 18th, 2016, recalled, following the amendment to the EFSM
regulation during the summer of 2015, that differentiation within the current treaties was
possible and even desirable: "'emergency and crisis measures designed to safeguard the
financial stability of the euro area will not entail budgetary responsibility for Member States
whose currency is not the euro". Furthermore, "appropriate mechanisms to ensure full
reimbursement will be established where the general budget of the Union supports costs that
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derive from the emergency and crisis measures."
This paragraph called for a specific budgetary capacity and governance for the Eurozone.
8.

Should the capacity be limited to Eurozone Member States or should it be open
to other Member States, and if so, under which conditions?

One of the shadow rapporteurs emphasizes the importance of defining the scope: a capacity for
the euro area or the EU as a whole. Another contribution endorsed the view of the Five
Presidents' Report which underlines that any budgetary capacity should be open and transparent
vis-à-vis all Member States. Non-Eurozone countries had to be given complete rights of
participation, benefits and governance. In the view of this shadow rapporteur the role of a
budgetary capacity should be to improve the overall economic resilience of the EMU and
individual countries that will join the Eurozone eventually. It would thus help to prevent crises
and ensure a sound and smooth integration into the EMU.
Finally, another shadow rapporteur underlined that the already existing solidarity within the
Eurozone should be emphasised: when something goes wrong in the Eurozone, the national
budgets of the Eurozone countries are put to contribution, not the EU budget at large or the
budgets of non-Eurozone Member States. This called for specific and stronger governance
structures (Treasury, full-time presidency, Eurozone chamber).
9.

Budgetary framework

There is wide agreement that a fiscal capacity for the euro area should be anchored in the EU's
budgetary framework as this presents advantages in terms of governance and accountability. It
also derives from the Parliament's long standing insistence on unity of the budget. But it also
presents legal and political constraints that were explained by the legal service.
Three scenarios have been sketched, the first one being more ambitious and in line with the
Community method, the second more pragmatic and rapidly feasible, but more
intergovernmental, and the third one strictly intergovernmental and outside the budgetary
framework, which could consequently not be supported by the European Parliament:
Any revenue of the Union must respect the own resources ceiling. Consequently, the
creation of any significant new source of Union revenue might require an upwards revision
of that ceiling. A revision of the own resources decision requires unanimity in the Council
together with ratification by all 28 national parliaments. However, since it does not amount
to treaty change, it would not be necessary to hold referenda in the Member States.
Under this scenario, the new revenue could then be assigned to specific Eurozone purposes
as assigned revenue under Article 21(4) of the Financial Regulation. In this way, a new
charge/tax could be created and, if necessary, the own resources ceiling could be raised as
part of a single legislative package that would have to be adopted by unanimity in the
Council and then ratified by all the national parliaments.
To avoid having to respect or amend the own resources ceiling would require to rely on
direct contributions from the Member States as external assigned revenue, as was suggested
by the Commission in its communication on the Convergence and Competitiveness
Instrument in 2013. The contributions would be managed by the Commission and the
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European Parliament could grant discharge. However, this would amount to a more semiintergovernmental budgetary solution, with the Member States being free to decide how
much they each contribute and what their contributions are used for.
Finally, if the budgetary capacity was to be established under enhanced cooperation, Article
332 TFEU would apply, meaning that 'expenditure resulting from implementation of
enhanced cooperation, other than administrative costs entailed for the institutions, shall be
borne by the participating Member States, unless all members of the Council, acting
unanimously after consulting the European Parliament, decide otherwise'.
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MINORITY OPINION
pursuant to Rule 52a (4) of the Rules of Procedure
by ECR Members Bernd Kölmel, Pirkko Ruohonen-Lerner and Sander Loones
1. In line with the criteria of sound public financing expressed in the Maastricht Treaty,
Member States should build their own fiscal capacity to cope with unexpected macroeconomic shocks. National fiscal capacities are as powerful as a Eurozone fiscal capacity in
terms of stabilizing aggregate demand, whilst they do not involve protracted net transfers and
completely eliminate pervasive problems of moral hazard. The proposal for a Eurozone fiscal
capacity reflects the dominance of macro-managing rather than curing structural problems.
2. In order for market discipline to be effective, a rule-based fiscal framework must include a
credible no-bailout clause and mechanisms to manage state defaults in an orderly way.
European fiscal governance does not release Member States from their national
responsibilities and cannot substitute for needed structural reforms.
3. We call on the Commission and the European Council to stop pretending a European
political and fiscal union is around the corner and move in a direction where the no-bailout
clause is taken seriously. For whatever form the Eurozone will take, with fiscal policy
responsibility remaining with the Member States, a credible no-bailout clause will be a
cornerstone, and in our view it must be the first step, of every solution.
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14/09/2016
OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS (*)

for the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
on budgetary capacity for the Eurozone
(2015/2344(INI))
Rapporteur (*):Paulo Rangel
(*)

Associated committee – Rule 54 of the Rules of Procedure

SUGGESTIONS
The Committee on Constitutional Affairs calls on the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, as the committee responsible, to incorporate
the following suggestions into its motion for a resolution:
1. Recalls that, although still a young currency and despite having experienced a serious
crisis in recent years, the euro is solidly established as a global reserve currency;
2. Believes that the crisis enhanced the need for improvement in EU economic governance
and that the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) must be progressively completed,
following a clear and predictable comprehensive roadmap;
3. Recalls that 26 Member States are committed to joining the euro area and that in the
Treaties the euro is recognised as the currency of the economic and monetary union
(Article 3(4) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU));
4. Considers that the establishment of a budgetary capacity within the euro area is a
necessary milestone to complete the EMU and that it is recommendable to create a
budgetary capacity, albeit limited, under the current Treaty framework;
5. Takes note of the different proposals for a budgetary capacity, with different designs and
assigning different functions, aiming to promote the euro area’s economic and social
convergence and sustainable structural reforms and enhancing the euro area’s
competitiveness and resilience and/or helping absorb shocks; points out that some options
may be possible under the current Treaties, in particular by means of Articles 136, 175
and 352 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU);
6. Recalls that such capacity should be part of the EU budget as laid down in Article 310(1)
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TFEU and be financed through own resources, and should comply with the provisions of
Articles 310(4) and 312(1) TFEU, but with the possibility to enter corresponding
appropriations over and above the ceilings of the Multiannual Financial Framework
(MFF);
7. Points out that, pursuant to Article 311 TFEU, it is possible to raise the own resources
ceilings and to establish new categories of own resources (even if they are raised only by a
limited number of Member States); notes that making use of the possibility of assigning
certain revenues to specific items of expenditure, under Article 21 of the Financial
Regulation1, does not breach the principle of budget universality;
8. Underlines that the EU budget also offers guarantees for specific lending operations and
that several instruments, such as the EFSM and the EGF, allow for funds to be mobilised
over and above the MFF expenditure ceilings;
9. Points out that if a budgetary capacity were to aim at providing incentives for structural
reforms, it could be established on the basis of the current Treaties, if need be, through
enhanced cooperation; notes that Articles 121(6) and 136 TFEU would provide the
appropriate legal basis for such a mechanism; notes, however, that if the objectives of the
fiscal capacity were broader and more ambitious, then it would be necessary to make use
of Article 352 TFEU;
10. Points out that the inclusion of the substance of the Treaty establishing the European
Stability Mechanism (ESM) into the EU legal framework, as called for by Parliament on
previous occasions, would make it possible to endow the mechanism with democratic
accountability and greater legitimacy, fostering the EMU’s institutional consolidation;
11. Reiterates the need for democratic legitimacy, clarity and accountability, which can be
ensured by the community method, entailing the use of the ordinary legislative procedure,
as set out in Article 289 TFEU, and full involvement of Parliament in the shaping,
implementation and oversight of a budgetary capacity; also suggests that the Commission
Vice-President responsible for the euro should head the Eurogroup and be given wideranging powers over the EMU;
12. Takes the view that, as the process of building a genuine EMU advances, consideration
must be given to the creation of a euro area Treasury, namely for the purposes of
collective decision-making, supervision and management of the budgetary capacity of the
euro area and policies specifically related to the currency area (notably those for
strengthening competitiveness, economic integration and convergence);
13. Recalls that the protocols on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and
proportionality and on the role of national parliaments offer ample opportunities for
national parliaments’ involvement in this respect, while also exploiting all the potentiality
of the instruments as provided for in Article 13 of the Treaty on Stability, Coordination
and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union and in Title II of Protocol (No 1);
states that responsibilities must be assigned at the level where decisions are taken or
1

Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on
the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union and repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom)
No 1605/2002.
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implemented, with national parliaments scrutinising national governments and the
European Parliament scrutinising the European executives; believes that this is the only
way to ensure the required increased accountability and ownership of decision-making;
14. Stresses that using own resources specifically linked to the euro area would ensure the
necessary clarity, transparency and democratic legitimacy concerning control and
accountability, as these resources would be generated and controlled at the European
level;
15. Calls for the European Parliament and national parliaments to be given a stronger role in
the new economic governance framework in order to strengthen democratic
accountability;
16. Believes that non-euro area Member States should be involved, if they so desire, although
in a differentiated way and depending on the design of the budgetary capacity;
17. Considers it essential to differentiate between discussion concerning policies for the euro
area and related decision making; considers that modalities must be found to allow all
Member States who are committed to joining the euro area to participate in discussions
concerning the euro area, if they so wish, however, only Member States who are members
of the euro area and who contribute to rescue funds and the budgetary capacity should be
able to vote on these decisions;
18. Believes that a clearly defined role for the European Court of Justice will be crucial in
order to guarantee fairness and efficiency in the implementation of the new framework.
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13.7.2016
OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETARY CONTROL

for the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
on budgetary capacity for the eurozone
(2015/2344(INI))
Rapporteur: Zigmantas Balčytis
SUGGESTIONS
The Committee on Budgetary Control calls on the Committee on Budgets and the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, as the committees responsible, to incorporate the
following suggestions into its motion for a resolution:
1. Observes that the European Economic and Monetary Union lacks the fiscal or budgetary
adjustment mechanism required in order to absorb asymmetric shocks, as the crisis has
demonstrated that self-corrective market forces alone cannot be relied on to prevent
Member States from becoming over-indebted;
2. Considers that, as illustrated by the crisis, a common currency cannot rely solely on a
central bank to control the money supply, without further fiscal, economic and political
integration;
3. Recalls Parliament’s position that deepening European economic integration is necessary
to ensure the stability of the eurozone and of the Union as a whole;
4. Is concerned that the instruments developed in recent years to tackle the crisis are
intergovernmental in nature, are not integrated into the Community acquis, and lack
democratic oversight and accountability to Parliament;
5. Emphasises that the establishment of a budgetary and fiscal capacity within the eurozone
is necessary to complete the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU); believes that the
stabilisation function of a fiscal capacity is the most feasible of the fiscal policy functions,
while a redistribution function could be envisaged in a more integrated political and
economic union;
6. Stresses that such a capacity should be established as part of the Union budget, outside the
multiannual financial framework (MFF), and implemented by the Commission; recalls its
position that any fiscal or budgetary capacity developed specifically for the eurozone must
be developed within the Union framework;
7. Points out that any budgetary capacity needs a strong focus on public investment, aiming
at social and economic goals, e.g. full employment, social and regional convergence;
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8. Points out that regarding financing, the budgetary capacity needs to be included in the
Union budget; considers that possible sources of financing could be measures against tax
avoidance and evasion;.
9. Emphasises that this capacity should comply with the provisions of Articles 317, 318 and
319 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) in order to ensure
democratic scrutiny, transparency and accountability to EU citizens through existing
institutions.
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